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1 Introduction
The problem of the coexistence of supercojiductivity (SC) and copper ion magnetism in
IITSC was recognized just after the discovery of the copper oxide superconductors. In
spite of a largo number of experimental studies devoted to tins topic, no conclusion on
the form of such coexistence has yet been readied, i.e. whether SC and magnetic regions
arc красе separated, and if so, what mechanism is responsible for this phase separa-
tion (PS). According to different theoretical approaches the electronic system possesses
intrinsic tendency to a separation into regions with different electron (hole) concentra-
tions [1-3]. This hypothesis has been successfully used to explain many experimental
results [3-9]. Most of the experiments have been carried out on Ьа2_х8гхСи04+ у and
provides only indirect evidences in favor of electronic PS. Certain hole concentration
in this system can be achieved by various ways of doping. The equivalence of differ-
ent (photo- or chemically) doping procedures of C11O2 plane [10,11] in LajCuO^+yhas
been experimentally verified. Furthermore, it has been found that photo-carriers are
inhomogencously distributed in (.lie C11O2 planes, forming metallic domains which are
superconducting at low temperatures [10]. As far as the chemical doping of LajCuC^
is concerned it, was shown that not only replacing of the trivalent La atoms by divalent
Ba (or Sr), but also doping with extra oxygen generate a bulk superconductor with
the same critical temperature of about 38K. Though the common properties of the
both La2_xSrxCu0.i4.y and La2Cu0.|-|.y compounds are very similar, the "temperature-
concentration" phase diagram differs drastically. It is believed that the difference is the
result of different mobility of dopants. As a rule, extra oxygen atoms in La2Cu0^+y are
considered as mobile impurities, that allows the system to be rnacroscopically phase
separated. According to diffraction data a temperature reversible separation into two
nearly identical orthorhombic phases takes place [12]. The oxygen rich (3/ Ci 0.06)
metallic phase becomes superconducting below Tc = 38 K, and a second insulating
phase (y < 0.01) is antiferromagnetic (AFM). The phase domains of the oxygen rich
regions have typical dimensions of about 3000 A according to neutron diffraction data
on the particle-size peak broadening [12]. From neutron diffraction measurements on
polycrystalline electro-chemically oxidized La2CuO,i+y the miscibility gap limits were
found to be у = 0.01 and у = 0.06 [13]. These boundaries are consistent with those
found from NMR measurements on phase separated single crystals produced under
high oxygen pressure [14]. The temperature of phase separation Tv, varies from 250 К
to 415 К for the extra oxygen content inside the miscibility gap. High mobility of
extra oxygen atoms being interstitial defects in crystalline lattice looks surprising at
room temperatures. It is well known that oxygen mobility in ceramics is larger than
in single crystals. In turn, oxygen diffusion in single crystals essentially depends upon
its quality. It has been found that oxygen diffusion is very slow in La2CuO.i+y crystals
grown at thennodynamically equilibrium conditions [15]. First, these crystals manifest
themselves as a very good dielectric when extra oxygen is taken out of them by anneal-
ing. It allowed to assign a complete set of dipole-active III modes [16] in III spectra
of ЬагСиСч, because of the absence of the free carrier contribution. Then having been
lightly doped with oxygen these crystals demonstrate quite different magnetic proper-
ties in comparison with those previously reported. Region of AFM phase ranges well
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below the magic value T/v — 250 К - the Neel temperature in such crystals can be as
low SSTN ~ 100 К without any traces of PS and superconductivity [17,18]. It has been
found [19] that at higher level of oxygen doping superconductivity appears but again in
homogeneous system without magnetic order and PS. It is absolutely new modification
of superconducting Ьа^СиС^+у where SC has been detected in Bmab crystallographic
phase in system with immobile oxygen atoms. SC develops at a surprisingly low tem-
perature Tc = 12 К lower than all previous finding. The non-PS crystal shows high
sensitivity to the external magnetic field and a small Meissner fraction in contrast to
PS crystal which demonstrates almost complete flux expulsion [19]. Despite this fact it
is not a kind of weak superconductivity because the superconducting transition mea-
sured by resistivity survives in high magnetic fields up to 100 kOc. This result points to
the absence of a direct relationship between SC and oxygen segregation in LajCuO-i+y.
In this respect it was very interesting to study the magnetic state of noil-PS crystals
La2Cu0^+ y in more details. The /iSR-technique, which is very sensitive to the local
magnetic fields distributions, will provide a promising access to this problem.

fiSR - muon spin relaxation, - is the experimental technique which allows one to
observe time evolution of spin polarization of muons implanted into a sample. Polarized
positive muons are stopped in the sample. After thormalisation, which Ukes negligible
short time in comparison with the muon life-time т = 2.2fis, muon starts to rotate its
spin around the local magnetic field. Then rnuon decays, emitting a positron preferably
along its final spin direction. The spin precession or, more generally, tiic relaxation is
detected as a time dependence of positron emission in a fixed direction. Histogram of
time intervals between the moment of the muon stop in the sample and the moment
of the registration of the positron in certain direction is ^SR-spectrum. It has a form
N{t) = Nocxp(-l/T,t)(l + P(t)) + NBG, where т„ is the muon lifetime, P(t) is the time
dependence of projection of the muon spin on the the given axis, containing muon spin
interactions in the media. The hypcrfinc magnetic fields at the muon reflects local
magnetic environment of the muon site. From the other hand the experimental /JSR-
signal is an average of the spin polarization of the muons distributed iiiotropically over
the whole sample volume. Thus, the technique is a true bulk method of local magnetic
fields measuring.

2 Samples. Experimental

The crystals of ЬагСиО^+у were grown under, equilibrium conditions by the molten
solution method in which a. single crystal holder was rotated under the surface of a
molten solution [15]. Growth regime was used with 14.5 mol% of ЬагО3 and growth
temperature To = 1150 K. As grown crystals showed Neel temperature Tjv = 270 K.
The crystal ЬагСиО^+у was treated at T=700 C, p=3 kbar during 48 h, and then 24 h at
T=650 C, p=3 kbar. The oxygen index у = 0.03±0.005 has been determined by weight
gain, orthorombicity parameter and temperature of tetra-ortho transition. The crystal
density is p = 6.9g/cm3. The crystal revealed no traces of phase separation according
to X-ray [19] (within temperature range 200 <T < 420K) and neutron diffraction [20]
(10 < T < 300K). The crystal becomes superconducting with Tc = 12 К measured
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Figure 1: Magnetic susceptibility \(T) for // || с in LajCuOj.oa crystal measured in
alternating magnetic field with amplitude Ila = 0.8 Oe, and frequency Г = 10 kHz.

by dc-resistivity and magnetic susceptibility. Magneloresistance has been ineasured on
these crystals at high magnetic field up to 10 T [21]. Remarkable feature of the '/'<•(//)
dependence is the parallel shift of superconducting transition in magnetic field unlike
the magnctorcsistance in cuprates where fan-like behavior usually observed. The sharp
onset of diamagnclism on ,\'(7') (Fig. 1) develops at 12 K. Diamngnetic response is very
sensitive to the magnetic field - it is suppressed by external fields ~ 10 Oe. The results
of magnetic susceptibility, X-ray and electrical resistivity measurements of the crystal
were reported in [19] in details.

For fiSR experiments the sample has been assembled of 3 pieces of the same single
crystal. Total weight of the sample was about 80 nig. The pieces were glued to tIn-
silver plate mounted on the cold finger of the cryostat. The plate plane was mounted
parallel to the nnmn beam with the sample glued in the way to cover the silver itisido
the beam spot. For changing the orientation of the crystal with respect lo the eslerii;>l
field it was remounted. The initial inuon spin polarization was directed perpendicular
to the c-axis of the crystal. Measurements have been made using Cl'S spectrometer
on the 7rM3 surface muon beam line at PSI (Villigen).

3 Zero Field /tSR-data

/ i S R - s p c c t r a h a s b e e n t a k e n for t h e i n i t i a l u n i o n s p i n p o l a r i z a t i o n / ' ( ( ) ) 1 с ;il t e m -
p e r a t u r e s 3 - 1 0 0 K . F i g u r e 2 s h o w s t h e e v o l u t i o n of t h e p o l a r i z a t i o n / ' ( / ) w i t h l o w e r i n g
t e m p e r a t u r e . F i g u r e 3 s h o w s i n i t i a l t i m e d o m a i n of t h e / ' ( / ) . In t h e t e m p e r a t u r e in-
t e r v a l T = 3 0 - 100 К t h e l i m e d e p e n d e n c e of t h e u n i o n s p i n p o l a r i z a t i o n / ' ( / ) h a s I h e
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Figure 2: Time dependence of the muon spin polarization in zero external field in the
U2Cii04.a4 at the temperatures T = 100 K, 10 K, and 3 K.

static Kubo-Toyabe form:

GKT(1) = 1/3 + 2/3 (l - (Alf) ехр(-(Д()'/2). (1)

This fact provides the evidence of absence of the muon diffusion in the studied tem-
perature interval. The relaxation rate has typical nuclear dipole value Д = О.И/дГ1,
In La2CuO,(+y nuclear dipole fields are produced by Си 0 3, Си6 5 and La1 3 3 nuclei. Par-
ticular value of the relaxation rate Д depends on the rnuon site, cryetal orientation
with respect to initial muon spin polarization I'(0), and the direction of electric field
gradient (EPG) on each nuclei, (we will discuss this subject in section 4).

Below 30 К the relaxation rate starts to increase, and the time dependence of the
muon polarization becomes more exponential. Below the temperature 7/ = 8 К the
sharp increase of the muon spin depolarization occurs with relaxation rate achieving
12/js~'at .3 K. The source of the increased depolarization is slowing down of the elec-
tronic magnetic moments fluctuations. In paramagnetic region ionic moments are fluc-
tuating with large frequencies. Relaxation due to this mechanism is given by formula
of extreme motional narrowing regime {vc ~^> ш0):

A~^7"» (2)
where U/Q = 7,,/7(1,ci is a coupling constant determined by a typical magnetic field on

the muon Bti^ from electronic moments, vc is a fluctuation frequency. In paramagnetic
region the main process contributing to vc is the exchange interaction between localized
electronic moments vn ~ кТм/h <a 10"7V [Hz], where 'Гц is the magnetic ordering
temperature in the system. vcx is temperature independent and larger than 3O12 Hz for
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Figure 3: Initial part of time dependence of the nuton spin polarization in zero external
field in La2CuO.i.03 at the temperatures 10 K, and 3 K.

the La2Cu04+ y. Assuming that electronic fields are produced by Cu 2 + ions, and taking
the coupling constant w0 = 30/JS"1 measured in AFM composition of La^CuOri [22],
the muon spin relaxation associated with this contribution is negligible A < 10"*2/JS~1

in comparison with nuclear dipole relaxation. In the experiment this region of unde-
tectabb fast electronic fluctuations is roughly above 30 K. The slowing down of these
fluctuations below 30 К increases the relaxation A and owing to its dynamical origin
changes the shape of the P{t) to an exponential. One can see in fig. 2 that P(t) at
T=10 К has clear exponential shape. To describe the polarization P(t) in the whole
temperature region above Tj we use the phenomenological formula:

Р(г) = Аехр(-А0Сл-т(Д,0 (3)

where Л is responsible for the fluctuations of the electronic moments, and Д is
the nuclear dipole relaxation. Figures 4 and 5 show temperature dependencies of
the exponential A and Gaussian Д relaxation rates. Above 30 К the polarization is
practically Gaussian with constant Д. Below 30 К A is increased without changing
Д down to ~ 10 K. Below 10 К the polarization converges to exponential shape with
Д = 0, and A = 0.1/is"1. Gaussian relaxation can disappear if the electronic spins
induce the nuclear spin relaxation. Let us estimate whether nuclear spins can relax at
the given muon spin relaxation A. Nuclear relaxation in motional narrowing limit is:

(4)
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Figure 4: Exponential relaxation of polarization in La2CuO-i.o3 in zero external field.
Polarization was fitted to (3). Below Tj = 8 К the relaxation rate X, of slow damping
component is given. Insert shows low temperature domain.
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Figure 5: Gaussian relaxation Д of polarization fitted to (3) in LajCuO^.os in zero
external field.



where Вы is the hyperfinc magnetic field on the nuclei, vt\ is the fluctuation frequen-
cy of the electronic spins. Comparing ejv with Л one finds that i> = (7/v/7,i)1(-Chf/fi/i,ci)2

Fluctuations of nuclear spins can narrow the Gaussian relaxation only if Vfi > Л- Tak-
ing Д = 0.1/is""1, ihihu ~ 0.3, and the nuclear clipolc'width Д = 0.1//s~' one obtains
Bui/Btt.ci > 3. This is quite reasonable for copper nuclei since the magnetic field Bhj
produced by Cni+-spin on its nuclei is significantly greater than the magnetic field
on the remote union. Thus, nuclear dipolcs can relax in our case, and decrease in Л
reflects this process.

Below Tj = 8 К the polarization splits up into two components: one is fast damp-
ing with relaxation rate \j, and the second one has slow relaxation rate A.,. The
both components are well fitted to exponential relaxation functions. Total polarization
reads:

= Л;ехр(-А//) + Л.,ехр(-А,/) (5)

\
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Figure 6: Relaxation rate of the fast (Aj, circles) and slow (A,, triangles) damped
component of polarization in Ьа^СиО^оз in zero external field. Points above 7) = S К
is the relaxation rate of one component signal.

Figure С shows the fast relaxation rate A; as a function of temperature. A, is shown
in the insert of of the Fig. '1. Figure 7 depicts temperature dependencies of asymme-
tries. Asymmetries Aj and Л, divided by the total experimental asymmetry ;\t) = I).IS
represent volume fractions of the crystal which possess significantly diUVrcul magnetic
environment for the union spin. Above 1) the crystal is homogeneous for I lie inuon
and the signal is one-component with full asymmetry /lu, as shown in fig. 7. Iicluw
Tj in the part of the crystal the union spin i.s strongly depolarized due to interactions
with frozen electronic spins, This fraction steadily increases with decreasing the tem-
perature reaching half of the total signal at H K. The electronic spins in "frozen" part
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Figure 7: Asymmetries of the two-component signal below Tj in La2CuO.i.o:i in zero
external field as functions of temperature. Triangles show asymmetry of the slow
damping paramagnetic fraction, circles show asymmetry of the fast damping magnetic
fraction.

of the crystal are not completely static. This follows from the time dependence of P(i)
(see Fig. 3), that does not have minimum at a time point t ~ Д " 1 typical for any static
magnetic field distribution with the r.m.s. average magnetic field on the muon Д/7^.
However, the value of the relaxation rate A/(3K) = 12;is~' is relatively large pointing
that field distribution is close to static limit. This relaxation rate corresponds to the
local field Bt, = MO G assuming that it is static. The value has same order of magni-
tude as those in antiferromagnetic ЬагСиО^+у samples Blt — 400 G, and in spin-glass
ordered La2_xSrxCuO.|+y Д„ = 200 G [22]. To estimate the fluctuation frequency one
lias to choose appropriate magnetic field on the muon. Tentatively taking 200-400 G
the fluctuation frequency of the electronic moments at T=3 К amounts Ю7 - 108 Ни.

The slow relaxing component has exponential shape (Gaussian relaxation function
gives worse ^-criteria), and its relaxation rate Д3, is not practically changed below
the transition temperature (fig. <1). This fact evidences that the electronic moment
fluctuations have been also slowed down in the paramagnetic parts of the crystal.
Paramagnetic fraction decreases with lowering temperature (fig. 7) implying that the
"frozen" part of tho crystal grows by means of gradual transition of paramagnetic parts
of the crystal to "frosen" state. Actually, such a behaviour suggests idea that crystal
undergous wide temperature transition to spin frosen state as a whole.

We have to note that two-componcnt-like form of polarization can be also fitted to
stretched exponential time dependence of muon spin polarization:

(6)



This P(t) is actually an emphirical type law. There are few values of the exponent a
which correspond to physical cases with known meaning of the parameters contained in
stretched exponential law (6). When the exponent cr is equal to unity formula (f>) gives
just exponential shape of P(t) corresponding to standard motional narrowing regime
in the limit of fast fluctuations. Root exponential dependence (a = 1/2) is provided
by dilute spin glasses formalism [24] and indeed was experimentally observed.

Fits of experimental data with formula (6) gives a bit worse x2 ' n comparison
with two-component description of time polarization (5), but x2 still get into one
confidence interval of ^'-distribution, except of one experimental point at T = 3 K.
Hence, we have to discuss a possibility of such P(t) description as well. Figure 8 shows
parameters of stretched exponential polarization function: the relaxation rate A, and
the exponent a as functions of temperature. The exponent a is monotonjcally decreased
from or = 1 at the temperatures just above the transition temperature Tj = 8 К
down to a s 0.3 at the lowest measured temperatures. Physical meaning of this
"1/3" exponent values and the corresponding relaxation rates is not clear (i.e. it is
hardly possible to associate them with parameters of internal fields distribution, such
as their magnitudes and fluctuation frequencies). Nevertheless, such values of exponent
have been experimentally detected in different spin-glass systems at the temperatures
near the magnetic transition, for example in the canonical spin-glasses AuMn [25].
This P[t) shape was interpreted in terms of the distribution of the electronic spin
correlation times. Fast initial depolarization, which becomes more pronounced when
approaching Tj, reflects an increase in the weight of low frequency part of the spectral
distribution of correlation times. However, interpretation of the present data in terms
of two exponential polarization function looks more relevant because this simplest
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Figure 8:" Relaxation rate Л (upper part), and power coefficient a (bottom part) of the
ZF polarization function fitted to formula (6).



and reasonable assumption of spatially separated regions with considerably different
fluctuation frequencies provides best x2, clear meaning of the polarization components,
and nice sensible temperature dependencies of asymmetries.

4 Muon site
The (1/2,1/2,1/4) part of the La2Cu0., unit cell is shown in the Fig. 9. We use
tetragonal notation of the axes. Lattice constants a = b = 3.779 А, с = 13.2 A. It
is reasonable to assume that muon site is situated close to oxygen • the only negative
ion in the system, Theoretical cluster calculations [26] gives the absolute Coulomb
potential minimum for the muon in the point in the (ac) plane Я .̂ииог = (0.12,0,0.11),
which is 1.08 A apart from apical oxygen 02. The local magnetic field 430 G on the
muon observed in antiferromagnetic La 2Cu0 4+ y limits the muon site to the positions
which are relatively far from Cu 2 + ions. The muon site deduced from the dipole
field calculation (assuming point dipoles Cu 2 +) [23] is situated in the (ac) plane at
the distance of 1 A from oxygen: K^tfitti = (0.253,0,0.162). Actually, the hyperfine
field on the muon can have a significant (about 50%) local dipolar field contribution in
addition to point dipole one [26]. This is also supported by the experiment on the single
crystal of АРМ ЬагСиО^+у, where authors determined the direction of the local field
on the muon [27]. In point dipole calculation the local field could not be reproduced
for any point in the crystal, except unique site unphysically close to planar oxygen.
Thus, in spite of good correspondence of Bu for Яц,н\а\ with the experimental one,

O2<>-

Figure 9: (1/2,1/2,1/4) of the La2Cu(X| unit cell. Squares show the muon sites proposed
by [23] - i^.Hitti = (0.253,0,0.162), and Ru,4Kov = (0.12,0,0.11) - [26]. Both sites are
on the (ac) plane.
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some uncertainty in the muon site is present because of local dipole contribution.
Another bit of information on the muon site comes from the nuclear dipole relax-

ation in ZF experiment. In L;i2CuO.|+y nuclear dipolo fields are produced by Cir63,
Cu8 5 and La1 3 0 nuclei. Oxygen nuclei do not possess magnetic moments. Experi-
mentally, the nuclear dipolar width can be measured at low temperatures in param-
agnetic state of the samples La2_xSrxCuO.|+y which are superconducting or magnetic
with low transition temperature. In polycrystalline SC Lai.sgSro.isCuO.i+y [23] and SG
Lai.osSro.orCuO^+y [28] dipolar width is Д = 0.17/is"1. This value agrees perfectly
with the calculated width for the inuon site /?,,,|пц| in assumption that that EFG is
along muon-nuclei direction (REFG). In present experiment with the single crystal of
ЬагСиО^.оз the dipolar widtli for /3(0) 1 с is Д = O.H/is""'. The crystal consisted of
two twin orientations in the (ab) plane, and orientation of /-"(О) within (ab) plane was
not known. Calculated values of Д at union site ll,,,\ntt\ for REFG with /'(0) directed
along a and b axes are: Д,г,"'' = 0.18-1/is"1, Д£"(| = O.MS/is"1. For the EFG along с axis
(this direction has been reported in NQR papers [29]) the dipole widths are smaller:
&"/ = 0.138/is"1, Д " = 0.132/is"1. Taking into account, that actual EFG direction is
some average of union induced REFG and natural EFG we conclude that /f,,,inni do
not contradict our ZF data. Muon site R,,,t\,,nr proposed from Coulomb energy calcula-
tions is unfavorable since dipolar widths for this site are too large in comparison with
experiment: Д" 1 ~ Д£х = 0.29/is"1, Ar

a

al1 = О.ЗШ/нГ1. AJ'"' = 0.325//S-'. Further,
in the Knight shift calculations wo use the most appropriate to our da1a muoii site

5 Transverse Field experiment

5.1 Contributions to the magnetic field on the muon

The elfective magnetic field at the muon site is given by:

К = Д*1 + в.пр + a i. +1% (?)

where Дн,, is the dipolar Held from neighbor magnetized ions. /7;. is Lorcntz and

demagnetization fields, and Bc is the contact hyperfine field. The direction of Д/^у, =

В„ — Нем do not coincide with /7exi, but since SU,, <£. Ilrsl only I he project inn
(AB/l/7i.xi)///CXL contributes to the total field 13,,, which is experimentally measured.

Knight shift of the B^ reads:

In t h e p a r a m a g n e t i c s l a t e t he magne t i c moment . /7,- of (lie given sort of ions / is
induced by t h e ex te rna l magne t ic field, and t h e value of the moment is given by t h e
a t o m i c suscept ib i l i ty ,\„, as /i = llt.fl\al- T h e point magne t ic dipolos p roduce the
dipolar field l\y,v:
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Dipolar tensor Алр{г) is determined by particular muon site and the sublattice i of
the magnetic atoms.

^ р ^ do)
r ( i ) r Ч Г '

where sum is performed over all ions in i-th sublattice inside the Lorentz sphere,
г(г) are the distances between the muon and the ions. When //„[ is parallel to the
Q-axis the corresponding Knight shift reads:

The contact field on the muon Bc is also proportional and parallel to the external
field. The contact contribution to Кц is given by the coupling constant Ac. There are
several sources of At. First one is the spin density on the muon due to the unpaired
spin orbitals. The second one is the indirect RKKY interaction producing an additional
spin polarization of the conduction electrons, Both of thorn are proportional to the
atomic susceptibility. And the last contribution comes from Pauli paramagnetism of
the conduction elections, which is temperature independent.

Lorentz and demagnetization fields arc proportional to the volume magnetic sus-
ceptibility x- Demagnetization field averaged over sample is parallel to the external
field. Their contribution to the Knight shift is;

(12)

where N is the demagnetization factor of the sample.
Total Knight shift on the muon reads:

K» = A'di,, + Л'ь + Ac (13)

5.2 Knight shift data
Transverse field experiment (TF) has been performed with two sample orientations:
//cxl is parallel and perpendicular to the tetragonal oaxis of the crystal.

Figure 10 shows temperature dependence of the rnuon precession frequency for both
orientations of the crystal in the external field # a x i = 2 kOe, right y-axis represents
the corresponding Knight shift value. The absolute value of the external field has been
measured by NMR probe in the place of the sample only for //cxt I! c orientation. For
the second orientation the current in the Hclmholtz coils which produce magnetic field
was set to approximately same value, but the external field in the sample place has
not been measured with NMR probe, and due to that some systematic shift of //cxt
could be present for // 1 c. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility
x(i') (f'g- 1) reveals very slight slope in the interval 20-250 К. Ли increase in x below
20 К is probably connected with the Cure-Weiss contribution due to spin freezing
transition at Tj — 8 K. The sharp x decreasing below 12 К occurs when the crystal
enters the superconducting state. КЦ(Т) reveals significantly more strong temperature
dependence, which obviously does not scale with the susceptibility. It starts to decrease

12
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Figure 10: Muon precession frequency as a function of temperature in ЬагСиОл.оз f° r

// || с and fl -L c, //cxt = 2 kOe. Right y-axis represents corresponding Knight shift
value for H || с orientation.

already below T=80 K, which is larger than any reasonable superconducting transition
in this system.

Main expected contribution to the Knight shift Klt is dipolar fields from Cu 2 +

magnetic moments. Dipolar tensor of Cu 2 + sublattice for the muon site R,L,u,u[ in the
basis of the tetragonal axes reads:

I -0.362 0 0.578
Aiip(Cu2+) = 0 -0.805 0

V 0.578 0 1.167
(14)

Assuming that only Cu 2 + ions contributes to the susceptibility the Knight shift
along o-axis reads:

Where NA is Avogadro number, цв is Bohr magneton. The molar susceptibility of
the ЬаэСиО^.оз crystal along c-axis is Xmoi.c — 5 • 10~4 emu/mol. According to (14)
-fCiip.c = +100 ppm. It has wrong sign, and at least 4 times less than experimental
Ku. It is quite possible that proposed muon site is not correct, but to get the right
order of magnitude one has to put the muon closer to the Cu 2 + ions. This is, actually,
hardly possible since we would get in this case proportionally increased local field on
the muon in AFM ordered samples ЬагСиО^у, and also significantly increased ZF
nuclear dipole width.

Lorentz contribution lit. according to (12) is in the range from -60 ppm to 30 ppm
for the demagnetization factor N from 0 to 47г.
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Figure 11: Square of Gaussian relaxation rate a2 as a function of external field in
La2CuO,,.o.-3 at 50 К and 9 K.

ЛИ these contributions arc small and can not provide experimental Klt{T) depen-
dence. To get an agreement with the absolute Knight shift values one has to assume
that there is either large RKKI contact contribution to the K,, produced by Cu 2 +, or
contribution from closest to muon oxygen ion. Taking the j& — О distance ~ 1 A one
gets the dipolar tensor components of the order 10 kG/7<B> which arc large enough.

5.3 Field induced broadening of K)t distribution

The rmion spin polarization has been fitted to the Gaussian relaxing function:

P(l) = А схр(-(й-072) соз(2зг/ + if) (16)

Where a is the relaxation rate, / - muon precession frequency. To clarify the
source of the relaxation ff, external field scans at T=50 К (far paramagnetic region
where both K,, and <r are on a. plateau) and 9 К (below Tc = 12 K, but above T; = 8 K)
have been performed for Я с х 1 || с. Figure 11 shows field dependence of the Gaussian
relaxation rate a in the axes <T'(// 2). In the single crystalline sample far above 2/ main
expected source of the muon spin relaxation is nuclear dipolc fields. This broadening
is not scaled with the external field. It is surprising that in our case the relaxation
rate о has a largo contribution which scales with the external field. This behaviour
would bo quite normal for polycrystallinc samples, where it is originated from angular
dependence of the A'j,p, but is absolutely not expected for the single crystal. There are
two contributions to a:
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where an is nuclear dipole value, a\, = ")tiHr%\.ka is an additional broadening which
scales with HcM. к„ is the half-width of the field distribution normalized by the
wext = liiHtM- By fitting the data to (17) one obtains a,, = 0.101 ± 0.015//S"1.
ka = 1450 ± 50 ppm for T=50 K, and <т„ = 0.2-19 ± O.OOS/is"1, к„ = 2010 ± of» ppin for
T=9 K. Increased value of u,, at 9 К reflects contribution from dynainicnl llucluations
of electronic moments, which is also independent of lltxl.

Below 30 К the field distribution is becoming more like Lorentzian. In comparison
with the Gaussian shape it has more wider tails around the peak. This kind of disl ribu-
tion gives P(t) which can befitted to both damped Gaussian ( fund ion (Mi) multiplied
by exp( — A()) and two Gaussian P(t). Since the physics behind these distributions is
not clear for a moment we will describe the damping of the l'(l) by an averaged a from
one Gaussian fit (16). Actually, the y'-criteria for this description remains quite good
at the temperatures above Tj.

The relaxation rate <r is plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 12. The
increase in relaxation ra.te scales with the increase in the absolute value of the Knight
shift (compare figures 10 and 12). Note, that there is no peculiarity in <r(7') in the
temperature of superconducting transition 7',. = 12 K, implying that no Abrikosov Них
line lattice is formed in the crystal volume. Figure 111 shows the reduced broadening
ka = <7(>/w,;Xlr as a function of the Knight shift /\',, for //c-xtll(" direction. Field induced
broadening o\> was calculated from experimental values of a by sitbt rail ing nuclear
dipole relaxation value <r,, = 0. l'J'l ± 0.015/(s"1according to the formula (17). The
ka{K,i) is near linear for temperatures T > 'АО К (small |Л"„| < 1000 ppm). Strong
nonlinear increase in к„ at large |/\'(1) (corresponding to the temperatures below ~ DO K)
is caused by the slowing clown of the electronic spins Ihictuations, which is revealed in
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the ZF-field data, as well. Fitting the initial part of ab(hr

lt) dependence one obtains
the following linear relation between reduced broadening k0 and Knight shift Л',,:

ktt = -К/кКр +ka0, (18)

where ka/h- = 0.72 dh 0.19, k,0 = 868 ± VI ppm.

5.4 Sources of the field induced broadening аь

Existence of the field induced broadening in the single crystal immediately leads us to
the conclusion that the local magnetic environment of the tnuon is changed over the
.sample volume. The idea that the phase separation on the microscopic scales exists in
the ЬагСиО^.оз crystal will provide only small part of line broadening.

Let us suppose that the sample is separated in the manner similar to the samples
which demonstrate macroscopic phase separation into the oxygen reach у с± 0.06 and
oxygen poor у ~ 0.01 domains. The domain sizes are small (at least < 103 A), because
no traces of any phase separation have been found by X-ray and neutron diffraction.
Since the stoichiometry of the oxygen in our sample is у ~ 0.03 the volumes of both
fractions are approximately equal. For convenience we will denote oxygen reach fraction
as 5C(SuperConducting, metallic), and oxygen poor one as M (Magnetic, isolating).

First, we should note that when the SC-fraction goes to the superconducting state
the external magnetic fields docs not form a vortex lattice. Even single vortex line can
not fit .into the small domain, because the London penetration depth A is larger than
'2000 A in this system. The magnetic field decays exponentially into the SC-domain as
in a type-I superconductor:
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where i-axis origin is in the centre of the domain. The field inhomogeneity and
average induction in the domain read:

AB ~ \{Hnl - B(0)) ~ ff«i^( j)1, (20)

(B) ~ Я „ , - ДЯ

where iS is the domain size. One can see that the field variance is scaled with the
external field and can be small for small domains 8 in opposite to the flux lattice case
where it is field independent and determined only by London penetration depth A.
This contribution, of course, can not be revealed above Tc which is not expected to be
larger than 40 K. Experimentally we see an increase in a and a decrease K)t already
below 80 K.

Second, consider the contribution due to the difference in the susceptibility \ of
SC- and M-domains above any transitions (magnetic and superconducting). Knight
shift is determined by effective coupling constant Ana- Assuming the same coupling
constant in both domains variance of Knight shift ДЛ",, = Acn(xsc — Хм) c a n 6 ' v e

reduced broadening ka = ДЛ',,/2, which will never be larger than average {K,,) value
even for хм/xsc = 0. In the experiment the ratio k^jK^ is significantly greater (see
fig- 13).

Third, Lorentz and demagnetization fields give contribution to the field variance
proportional to the volume susceptibility which can not exceed:

ЬВь = НыМХ!1С-Хм)/2 (21)

Susceptibility above Tc is x = 7 • 10~e emu/cm3, so this contribution is negligible:
ko = ABL/Hcxl ~ 40 ppm.

Considered contributions to the field induced broadening are caused by presence of
mixture of two phases with different macroscopic magnetic properties. These contribu-
tions are small and can not account for experimental broadening ka. The broadening
ka exceeds the Knight shift A',,, as follows from the formula (18). The Knight shift
spread exceeds the average Л'„ at least 2 times. Extrapolating ка{Кц) to K^ = 0 gives
the broadening fc^o — 870 ppm. Actually, we can extrapolate to K^ ~ +100 ppm
corresponding to the expected Knight shift value from Cu 2 + sublattice. However, it
does not significantly change ka0 value. Large constant term ka0 in кв(Кц) dependence
implies that the distribution of the Knight shift contains both positive and negative
К p. Assumption of just a variance in the atomic susceptibility is not enough to describe
such a distribution because in this case kao has to be zero. To get such wide Knight
shift distribution one has to suppose that there is a distribution of effective coupling
constants. This situation can be modeled with help of an "impurity" (e.g. the extra
oxygen ions or micro-regions of atomic scales) which possesses large magnetic suscep-
tibility and is randomly distributed over the crystal volume. Random distribution of
the "impurities" around the muon will produce Knight shift distribution with zero
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average. However, when muon is localized near the "impurity", particular symmetry
of this site with respect to the "impurity" provides large values of the dipolar Knight
shift of certain (negative in our case) sign. Thus, the Knight shift distribution becomes
shifted. But now we are faced with the problem of different temperature dependencies
of the Knight shift broadening kc(T) (which follows a[T) shown in fig. 12) and the
X(T) (fig. 1): while ka(T) has a pronounced increase at temperatures below 80 K,
x{T) even slightly decrease in the same temperature interval. This puzzling fe;iture
can be understood if the coupling constant AL-a is tempcralure'dcpendent, or if the
coupling constant of muon with "impurity" is very large so that susceptibility of impu-
rity affects the Л'„, but does not affect the bulk susceptibility, due to small "impurity"
concentration.

6 Discussion and conclusions

In La^CuO^+y the rnuon is not diffusing in the temperature interval under study
T < 130 K. The exponential contribution to the muon spin relaxation found below
30 K, evidences that atomic spin fluctuations are slowing down. The fluctuation fre-
quency of the electronic moments is decreased six times as the temperature is decreased
from 30 К to 10 K. Assuming that the effective field at the muon is similar to those in
stoichiomelric antiferromagnetic La^CuCi, where it is produced by Cu 2 + ions wo can
estimate that the absolute value of spin fluctuation frct[uency at 10 К is vc ~ 1O10 Hz.
To our opinion, the temperature 30 K, where we start to observe noticeable decrease
of vc is not a critical point of this system. This just reflects the sensitivity of the ex-
perimental method. This process of the continuous slowing down of the electronic spin
dynamics is probably extended from high temperatures, where fluctuations are too fast
to be detected by /JSR. Below the temperature Tj = 8 К very sharp decrease of the vc

occurs, justifying on magnetic phase transition at this point. The niuou spin relaxation
rate increases two orders in magnitude, as the temperature decreases from 8 К to 3 K.
The process of spin freezing develops in the part of crystal volume reaching the 1/2
fraction of the crystal at T=3 K. The rest of the crystal remains in the paramagnetic
state. According to X-ray and neutron diffraction data the crystal is in single phase
and perfectly homogeneous. Typical scale of a crystallographic phase which certainly
has to be. detected by diffraction technique is less than 103A. From the other hand the
crystal reveals superconductivity - resistance becomes zero at Tc = 12 K. Presence of
spin freezing below 8 К in a half of the sample volume allows to assume that phase
separation into liolc rich and hole poor regions still present, but on the microscopic
scale of the order 102A. Less scales (c.g lOA) is hardly possible since the coherence
length determined from dH&/dT data is £ ~ ЮЛ. Intriguing question here is whether
spin freezing develops in the whole crystal volume al, further cooling below 3K. In
this case superconductivity could be possibly suppressed at low temperatures. Addi-
tional evidence in favor of microscopical space separation of superconducting domains
comes from the fact that in the TF experiment the muon spin relaxation rate docs not
have a sharp increase below the temperature of superconducting transition Tc — 12 K,
which is usually observed due to formation of Abrikosov lattice. This implies that
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superconducting domains in the crystal are too small in comparison with the London
penetration depth, and can not keep even single vortex line.

TF /xSR experiment have been carried out in the, external field 2 kOu. Two main
parameters being the results are: the muon Knight shift A',, and the field induced
broadening вь- Dipolar contribution to the A',, has been calculated in assumption that
the source of the dipolar magnetic fields is Cu2+-ions, magnetized in accordance with
the macroscopic magnetic susceptibility measured with the same crystal. This dipolar
contribution and Lorentz fields cannot provide description of neither the absolute value
of the A'H nor its temperature dependence. The union site used for dipolar calculations
was chosen in the (ac) plane near apical oxygen. This site provides good correspondence
with the ZF nuclear dipole data and ZF rmion spin precession frequency [23] in AFM
compositions of the La2CuO.|. To gel the right values of the A',, observed in present
experiment one has to put the muon closer to the copper ions or assume another sources
of the hyperfine field on the union. Placing the union closer to copper ion would
contradict experimental ZF-;iSR data. To get the agreement with the Knight shift
data one has to assume that oxygen atoms possess an unpaired spins which produce
significantly larger contribution the Knight shift because the rmion is localized close to
the oxygen ions.

Large field induced broadening o\> of the field distribution on the union lias been
observed in the single crystalline sample, ст/, scales with both external field and the
Knight shift. Reduced broadening ka = <г/шец is larger than 1000 ppm. It seems that
such large broadening is specific feature of microscopically tion-PS Ln2CuO.i+v. In
TF /<SR experiments with polycrystalline sample of LajCuO.i+y, which demonstrates
macroscopic PS [30], or with the La2_xSrxCu04 + v [22, 2S, 31] samples typical union
spin relaxation rate in paramagnetic state is <т = 0.14 /is"1. It varies very slightly
with the external field (0.1 kOe < Hcxi < 'I kOc) implying that polycrystnlline and
any other broadening contributions arc small. In our case of single cryslatlinr samplt
the relaxation rate is significantly larger. For example, a > 0.3 //s""'for external Held
2 kOe for # | |c , where nuclear dipole contribution amounts only стп ~ 0.2/zs"1. The
muons have strongly different local magnetic environment in this niarroscopically non-
PS crystal. We has to assume that the crystal contains a magnetic "impurity" which is
randomly distributed over the crystal. Role of "impurity" can belong to extra oxygon
atoms in O~ state or atomic scale regions possessing large magnetic susceptibility.

The main result of the present work is the detection of electronic spin freezing in su-
perconducting single crystal La 2 Cu0.i + r We suggest that such a coexistence is realized
in form of microscopic phase separation (PS). The LajCnO.i+y crystals with y=0.0M
look homogeneous and single phase on the macroscopic level for neutron and X-ray
diffraction and only the microprobe /iSR-slmly allows to detect an inhinnogeueily on
the scale of 102 A. As to the origin of PS two reasons with different driving mechanism
may be considered. First, because of the low oxygen mobility in (he present crystals,
one can end up in some kind of mctastablo system if approaching the thenimilvnam-
ic equilibrium takes too long on the laboratory time-scale. In this case we can find
ourselves at the very beginning of a decay process, possibly by spiuodal mechanism
without nuclear formation, when the concent ration wave of composition extends over
the whole crystal, producing a phase inhomogenrity on the micro-level. Il means ihal
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the system behaves like a phase separated one, but with very small particles of each
phase below a temperature Tp,, whereas in crystals with high oxygen diffusion usual
(macroscopic) PS is observe!. The second scenario for PS may be connected with purr
electronic phase separation (ЕРЬ) driven by Coulomb forces when the system turns
out to be unstable witli respect to a separation onto regions with different hole concen-
trations. It should be pointed out that the EPS state, resembling to some extent the
VVigner crystal, lias a basically different groiuid state from the first scenario described
above. If indeed the second possibility occurs, this would mean that the whole "T-y"
phase diagram of La2CuO,i+y has to be revised.
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Помикушнн В.'Ю. и лр. E14-96-I6
Исследование микроскопического фазового разделении в LaiCuOuy
метилом мюошюй спектроскопии

Методом мкюшюй спектроскопии jii'A' обнаружено замерзание электронных спинов
при 7̂  = 8 К в сверхпроводящем (Г. = 12 К) монокристалле La2Cu04 + y (у - 0-03). По лашшм
дифракции кристалл находится в орторомОнческон В'пиЬ фазе и макроскопически однороден
без каких-либо признаков структурного фазового расслоения. При Т< Tf часть кристалла начинает
перехолить в состояние, подобное спиновому crctyiу, и при Т = 3 К «замерзшая» фракция составляет
приблизительно полопину объема кристалла. u^ft-эксисримснт во внешнем магнитном поле показач,
что ниже Те в кристалле не происходит образования абрикосовой Biixpenoii решетки. Полученные

данные позволяют предположить, что магнитные и сверхпроводящие области в кристалле простран-
ственно разделены на микроскопическом уровне —102А. Большое (>Ю00 р/мл) индуцированное
внешний полем уширекие распределения сдвигов Найта. обнаруженное при всех температурах
Т< 130 К, свидетельствует о наличии в кристалле микро-областей, обладающих увеличенной

магнитной восприимчивостью.

Работ;* выполнена в Лаборатории ядерных проблем ОИЯИ.

Препринт Объединенного институт» ядерных исследований. Дубна, 1996

Pomjakushin V.Yu. et al. EI4-96-I6
Study of Microscopic Phase Separation in LajCuOt+y by \lSR

Electron spin-freezing at 7" = S К has been detected in superconducting (Г. = 12 K) single crystal

1 °/^"О4+у (у = 0.03), by \lSR. According to (he diffraction data the crystal is in the Bnuib phase

and macroscopically homogeneous without any traces of structural phase separation. At Г < Tf part

of crystal enters spin-glass-like state, and at Г = 3 К the «frozen» fraction amounts aboui half
of the crystal volume. nSff-cxpcriment in the external magnetic field has shown that no Abrikosov flux
line lattice is formed below 7'. The obtained data allow to assume that magnetic and sup:rconducting

regions in the crystal are space separated on the microscopic scales -10~A. Large (>IOOO;>/im) external
field induced broadening of the Knight shift distribution on the muon found at all temperatures
T < 130 К indicates that the crystal contains micro-regions possessing enhanced magnetic susceptibility.

The investigation has been performed at ihe Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, J1NR.

Preprint of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna, 1996
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